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ABSTRACT

In this paper we present an algorithm to generate all minimal 3-vertex connected spanning
subgraphs of an undirected graph with n vertices and m edges in incremental polynomial
time, i.e., for every K we can generate K (or all) minimal 3-vertex connected spanning
subgraphs of a given graph in O(K2log(K)m2 +K2m3) time, where n and m are the number
of vertices and edges of the input graph, respectively. This is an improvement over what was
previously available and is the same as the best known running time for generating 2-vertex
connected spanning subgraphs. Our result is obtained by applying the decomposition theory
of 2-vertex connected graphs to the graphs obtained from minimal 3-vertex connected graphs
by removing a single edge.



1 Introduction

Vertex connectivity is a fundamental concept in network reliability theory. While in the
simplest case only the connectedness of an undirected graph, that is, the presence of a
spanning tree, is required, in practical applications higher levels of connectivity are often
desirable. Given the possibility that the edges of the network can randomly fail the reliability
of the network is defined as the probability that the operating edges provide a certain level of
connectivity. Most methods computing network reliability depend on the efficient generation
of all minimal subsets of network edges which guarantee the required connectivity [17, 4].

In this paper we consider the problem of generating minimal 3-vertex connected spanning
subgraphs. An undirected graph G on at least k + 1 vertices is k-vertex connected if every
subgraph of G obtained by removing at most k − 1 vertices is connected. A subgraph of a
graph G is spanning if it has the same vertex set as G. We define the problem of generating
minimal 3-vertex connected spanning subgraphs as follows:

Minimal 3-Vertex Connected Spanning Subgraphs Generation Problem

Input: A 3-vertex connected undirected graph G

Output: The list of all minimal 3-vertex connected spanning subgraphs of G

Note that the number of all minimal 3-vertex connected spanning subgraphs of a graph G
may be exponential in the number of vertices and edges. Therefore we measure the running
time of generation algorithms in both the input and output size. A generation algorithm may
output a minimal 3-vertex connected spanning subgraph any time during its execution. A
generation algorithm runs in incremental polynomial time if it outputs K subgraphs (or all,
if the number of minimal 3-vertex connected subgraphs is less than K) in time polynomial in
n, m and K. A generation algorithm runs with polynomial delay if it outputs K subgraphs
(or all) in time polynomial in n and m and linear in K (see e.g., [17, 11, 8]).

It was recently shown that for every fixed value of k we can generate K (or all, if
the number of minimal k-vertex connected spanning subgraphs is less than K) minimal k-
vertex connected spanning subgraphs of a graph with n vertices and m edges in O(K3nm3 +
K2n4m5 + Knkm2) time [2]. For small values of k this can be improved upon: numerous
research articles consider the problem of efficiently generating spanning trees in connected
graphs (k = 1) [14, 6, 13, 1], with the best known running time being O(Kn+m) [6, 13]. K
minimal 2-vertex connected spanning subgraphs can be generated in time O(K2log(K)m2 +
K2m3) [9]. This improvement over the O(K3nm3 + K2n4m5) guaranteed by the general
algorithm is achieved by exploiting the block decomposition of connected graphs [5, Chapter
3]. A similar decomposition theory exists for 2-vertex connected graphs [7]. In this paper we
shall utilize this fact to achieve a similar improvement for the generation of minimal 3-vertex
connected spanning subgraphs.
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We remark that minimal strongly connected subgraphs of strongly connected digraphs
can also be efficiently generated [3].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 1.1 we state our main
result and in Section 1.2 we recall a technique from [10] used to prove the main result. The
proof of our theorem is in Section 2.

1.1 Main Result

We show that the minimal 3-vertex connected spanning subgraphs problem can be solved in
incremental polynomial time.

For every K we can generate K (or all, if the number of minimal 3-vertex connected
spanning subgraphs is less than K) minimal 3-vertex connected spanning subgraphs of a
given graph in O(K2log(K)m2 + K2m3) time, where n and m are the number of vertices
and edges of the input graph, respectively.
This is an improvement over the O(K3nm3 + K2n4m5) guaranteed by the general algorithm
applied for k = 3 [2] and it is the same running time as for the minimal 2-vertex connected
spanning subgraphs generation problem.

1.2 The X − e + Y method

In this section we recall a technique from [10], which is a variant of the supergraph approach
introduced by [15]. Let C be a class of finite sets and for every E ∈ C let πE : 2E → {0, 1}
be a monotone Boolean function, i.e., one for which X ⊆ Y implies πE(X) ≤ πE(Y ). We
assume that πE(∅) = 0 and πE(E) = 1. Let

F = {X | X ⊆ E is a minimal set satisfying πE(X) = 1}.

Our goal is to generate all sets belonging to F .

First we can fix an arbitrary linear order ≺ on elements of E and define a mapping
Project : {X ⊆ E | πE(X) = 1} → F by

Project(X) = X r Z,

where Z is the lexicographically first subset of X, with respect to ≺, such that πE(XrZ) = 1
and πE(X r (Z ∪ e)) = 0 for every e ∈ X r Z. We can compute Project(X) by deleting one
by one, from the smallest to the largest, elements of X whose removal does not change the
value of πE to 0. This requires evaluating πE exactly |X| times.

We next introduce a directed graph G = (F , E) on vertex set F . We define the neighbor-
hood N(X) of a vertex X ∈ F as follows

N(X) = {Project((X r e) ∪ Y ) | e ∈ X,Y ∈ YX,e},

where YX,e is defined by

YX,e = {Y | Y is a minimal subset of E r X satisfying πE((X r e) ∪ Y ) = 1}.
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In other words, for every set X ∈ F and for every element e ∈ X we extend X r e in all
possible minimal ways to a set X ′ = (X r e) ∪ Y for which πE(X ′) = 1 (since X ∈ F , we
have πE(X r e) = 0), and introduce each time a directed arc from X to Project(X ′). We
call the obtained directed graph G the supergraph of our generation problem.

[[10]] The supergraph G = (F , E) is strongly connected.
Since G is strongly connected, by performing a breadth-first search in G we can generate

all elements of F . Thus, given a procedure that generates all elements of YX,e for every
X ∈ F and e ∈ X, the procedure Transversal(G), defined below, generates all elements of
F .

Traversal(G)

Find an initial vertex X0 ← Project(E), initialize a queue Q = ∅
and a dictionary of output vertices D = ∅.

Perform a breadth-first search of G starting from Xo:

1 output X0 and insert it to Q and to D

2 while Q 6= ∅ do

3 take the first vertex X out of the queue Q

4 for every e ∈ X do

5 for every Y ∈ YX,e

6 compute the neighbor X ′ ← Project((X r e) ∪ Y )

7 if X ′ /∈ D then output X ′ and insert it to Q and to
D

Assume that there is a procedure that outputs K elements of YX,e in time φ(K,E)
and there is an algorithm evaluating πE in time O(γ(E)). Then Traversal(G) outputs K
elements of F in time O(K2|E|2γ(E) + K2log(K)|E|2 + K|E|φ(K,E)). Let X ∈ F and
e ∈ X.

Claim 1 If Y and Y ′ are distinct elements of YX,e, then they produce different neighbors of
X in G in line 7.

First we observe that for every Y ∈ YX,e we have Project((X re)∪Y ) = ((X r (Z∪e))∪Y ,
where Z is the lexicographically first subset of X r e, with respect to ≺, such that πE((X r

(Z∪e))∪Y ) = 1 and πE((Xr(Z∪e∪f))∪Y ) = 0 for every f ∈ Xr(Z∪e). By the minimality
of Y , we have πE((X r e)∪ (Y r y)) = 0 for every y ∈ Y . Thus Project((X r e)∪ Y ) must
contain Y . Also note that by minimality of Y , we obtain X r e and Y are disjoint.

Hence for Y and Y ′, distinct elements of YX,e, we have Project((X r e) ∪ Y ) = ((X r

(Z ∪ e))∪ Y and Project((X r e)∪ Y ′) = ((X r (Z ′ ∪ e))∪ Y ′. Since Project((X r e)∪ Y )
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contains Y , Project((X r e) ∪ Y ′) contains Y ′, X r e and Y are disjoint, X r e and Y ′ are
disjoint and Y 6= Y ′ we obtain Project((X r e) ∪ Y ) 6= Project((X r e) ∪ Y ′).

Note that we output a vertex of the supergraph G every time we insert it to the queue
Q and each vertex of G is inserted to the queue Q and removed from Q only once. Thus to
generate K elements we repeat the while loop of lines 2-7 at most K times. As |X| < |E| we
repeat the for loop of lines 4-7 at most |E| times. By Claim 1 we repeat the for loop of lines
5-7 at most K times (otherwise we generate more than K distinct neighbors). Generating
K elements of YX,e takes O(φ(K,E)) time.

We repeat lines 6,7 at most K2|E| times. Recall that evaluating Project takes O(|E|γ(E))
time. We can implement the dictionary D as a red-black tree. Then the operations
FIND and INSERT in D require at most a logarithmic number of comparisons, where each
comparison takes O(|E|) time. This implies that executing lines 6,7 a single time takes
O(|E|γ(E) + log(K)|E|) time.

Thus the time Traversal(G) needs to output K elements is O(K2|E|2γ(E)+ K2log(K)|E|2

+K|E|φ(K,E)).

2 Proof of Theorem 1.1

In this section we apply the X − e + Y method to the generation of all minimal 3-vertex
connected spanning subgraphs.

For a given 3-vertex connected graph (V,E) we define a Boolean function πE as follows:
for a subset X ⊆ E let

πE(X) =

{

1, if (V,X) is 3-vertex connected;
0, otherwise.

Clearly πE is monotone, πE(∅) = 0 and πE(E) = 1. Then F = {X | X ⊆ E is a minimal set
satisfying πE(X) = 1} is the family of edge sets of all minimal k-vertex connected spanning
subgraphs of (V,E).

Before we describe an algorithm of generating elements of YX,e we recall in Section 2.1
the decomposition theory for 2-vertex connected graphs presented in [7]. Then in Section 2.2
we prove that the decomposition of a graph (V,X r e) has a special structure, when (V,X)
is a minimal 3-vertex connected subgraph. In Section 2.3 we introduce a minimal forward
a-b extensions generation problem and recall an algorithm from [3] which solves it, then in
Section 2.4 we reduce the problem of generating elements of YX,e to solving the minimal
forward a-b extensions problem. Finally, in Section 2.5 we analyze the complexity of the
procedure Traversal.

2.1 Dividing a Graph Into Triconnected Components

In this section we closely follow the exposition from [7].
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Let G = (V,E) be a 2-vertex connected multigraph with at least four vertices. A pair of
vertices {x, y} is called a separation pair of G if there is a partition E1, E2 of the edge set E
such that

• |E1| ≥ 2, |E2| ≥ 2,

• the subgraphs induced by E1, E2 are connected,

• {x, y} = V (E1) ∩ V (E2), where V (E1) and V (E2) denote the sets of vertices of G
incident to E1 and E2, respectively.

Note that if G has no separation pairs then G is 3-vertex connected.
For a separation pair {x, y} and a corresponding partition E1, E2, we define G1 =

(V (E1), E1 ∪ xy) and G2 = (V (E2), E2 ∪ xy). We call the multigraphs G1, G2 split graphs
of G with respect to {x, y}. Replacing a multigraph G by two split graphs is called split-
ting G. There may be many possible ways to split a multigraph, even with respect to a
fixed separation pair {x, y}. We denote a splitting operation by s(x, y, i), where i is a label
distinguishing this split operation from other splits. The new edges of G1 and G2 are called
virtual edges. We label them (xy, i) so they are associated with the split s(x, y, i).

Suppose a multigraph G is split, the split graphs are split, and so on, until no more
splits are possible. We call the graphs constructed this way split components of G. The split
components of a multigraph are of three types:

• triple bonds, where a bond is a multigraph having exactly two vertices u, v and one or
more edges uv,

• triangles, where a triangle is a cycle of length 3,

• 3-vertex connected graphs.

To every decomposition of G into split components we associate a graph T as follows.
The vertices of T are the split components. Two split components are connected if they
both contain a virtual edge (xy, i). Therefore each edge of T corresponds to exactly one
separation pair (though a separation pair can correspond to several edges of T or to none).
Clearly T is a tree. We call T the split components tree.

The split components are not necessarily unique. In order to get unique components we
must partially reassemble the split components. Suppose G1 = (V1, E1) and G2 = (V2, E2)
are two split components, both containing a virtual edge (xy, i). Let G = (V1∪V2, (E1rxy)∪
(E2 r xy)). We call G a merge graph of G1 and G2 and denote it by G = Merge(G1, G2).
Merging is the inverse operation of splitting. If we perform a sufficient number of merges we
recreate the original multigraph.

In order to find unique components we need to merge adjacent triple bonds as much as
possible to obtain bonds and to merge adjacent triangles as much as possible to obtain cycles.
We call these unique components triconnected components. Let T ′ be a tree obtained from
T by contracting edges between triple bonds and between triangles. Notice that vertices of
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T ′ are in one to one correspondence with triconnected components. Therefore we call T ′ the
tree of triconnected components.

[[12, 16, 7] ] G has a unique decomposition into triconnected components, each of which
is 3-vertex connected graph, a cycle or a bond.

2.2 Structure of the Subgraph (V, X r e).

In this section we describe a structure of the graph obtained by removing an edge from a
minimal 3-vertex connected subgraph of G.

Let (V,X) be a minimal 3-vertex connected subgraph of G and let e ∈ X (see Figure 1).
Consider a decomposition of (V,X r e) into split components B1, . . . , Bl. Let T denote the
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Figure 1: A minimal 3-vertex connected graph (V,X).

split components tree of (V,X r e) corresponding to this decomposition.

Claim 2 T is a path such that both ends contain an endpoint of e.

Suppose that one endpoint of e belongs to a separation pair. Then the removal of this
separation pair disconnects (V,X), a contradiction with (V,X) being 3-vertex connected.

Thus neither endpoint of e belongs to any separation pair. Observe that vertices that
do not belong to separation pairs occur in exactly one split component. Therefore it suffices
to show that every leaf of T contains an endpoint of e. Suppose on the contrary that there
is a leaf of T that does not contain an endpoint of e. Then removing the separation pair
corresponding to the edge of T incident to this leaf disconnects (V,X), a contradiction with
(V,X) being 3-vertex connected.

The above claim implies that we can assume the split components are indexed in a way
such that T is the path B1 . . . Bl (see Figure 2).

Claim 3 There are no two subsequent split components Bi, Bi+1 such that both are triple
bonds.

Suppose Bi and Bi+1 are triple bonds. If Bi consists of three virtual edges then Bi has three
neighbors in T , a contradiction with T being a path. Therefore both Bi and Bi+1 have at
least one nonvirtual edge each. Observe that the vertex set of Bi is the same pair of vertices
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Figure 2: Decomposition of (V,X r e) into split components.

as that of Bi+1. Also, recall that split components partition the edge set X. Thus Bi and
Bi+1 contain two different edges of X connecting the same two vertices, a contradiction with
the minimality of (V,X).

Claim 4 The first two split components B1 and B2 are not both triangles. Similarly, the
last two split components Bl−1 and Bl are not both triangles.

Suppose B1 is a triangle on vertices {v1, v2, v4} and B2 is a triangle on vertices {v2, v3, v4}.
Without loss of generality we assume that B1 has the virtual edge v2v4 and B2 has two virtual
edges v2v4, v2v3. Consequently the vertices v1 and v4 both have degree two in (V,X r e).
After adding the edge e, one of them still has degree two. Thus removing its neighbors
disconnects (V,X), a contradiction with (V,X) being 3-vertex connected.

Claim 5 There are no three subsequent split components Bi, Bi+1, Bi+2 such that all of
them are triangles.

Suppose Bi is a triangle on vertices {v1, v4, v5}, Bi+1 is a triangle on vertices {v1, v2, v4} and
Bi+2 is a triangle on vertices {v2, v3, v4}. By Claim 4, the triangles Bi, Bi+1, Bi+2 cannot
be the first or the last three vertices of the path T , thus each triangle has two virtual edges.
Without loss of generality assume that the edges v1v4 and v2v4 are virtual.

We show that one of the vertices v1, v2, v3, v4, v5 has degree two in (V,X r e). We have
following four cases:

Case 1: The edges v1v5 and v2v3 are virtual. Then v4 has degree two.
Case 2: The edges v1v5 and v3v4 are virtual. Then v2 has degree two.
Case 3: The edges v4v5 and v2v3 are virtual. Then v1 has degree two.
Case 4: The edges v4v5 and v3v4 are virtual. Then v1 and v2 have degree two.
Since none of these triangles is the end of the path T , endpoints of e do not belong to

any of them. Thus any vertex of degree two in (V,X r e) has the same degree in (V,X).
Removing the two neighbors of that vertex disconnects (V,X), a contradiction with (V,X)
being 3-vertex connected.

Let T (a, b, c) denote the triangle on vertices a, b, c with a nonvirtual edge ab and virtual
edges ac, bc (see Figure 3). We consider two subsequent triangles Bi and Bi+1. By Claim 4
each triangle has two virtual edges. Without loss of generality we can assume that Bi is the
triangle T (v1, v2, v4). Let Bi+1 be a triangle on vertices {v2, v3, v4} with a virtual edge v2v4.
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Claim 6 Nonvirtual edges of Bi and Bi+1 cannot have a common endpoint (see for example
B3 and B4 in Figure 2). Thus Bi+1 is the triangle T (v3, v4, v2).

Suppose v3v4 is a virtual edge, consequently v1v2, v2v3 are not virtual. Then v2 is a vertex
of degree two in (V,X), a contradiction. Thus the edge v2v3 must be virtual.

A square Q(a, b, c, d) is a cycle of length 4 on vertices a, b, c, d with nonvirtual edge ab,
cd and virtual edges ad, bc (see Figure 3).

Now we consider the unique decomposition of (V,X r e) into triconnected components
C1, . . . , Ck obtained by merging pairs of triple bonds and pairs of triangles containing the
same virtual edge, as described in Theorem 2.1.

If (V,X) is minimal 3-vertex connected graph then each triconnected component is one
of the following four types:

• a triple bond,

• a triangle,

• a square of the form Q(a, b, c, d),

• a 3-vertex connected graph.

Moreover, the tree T ′ of triconnected components is a path of length at most 2|V | + 1.
Consider the decomposition into the split components B1, . . . , Bl. By Claim 3, there are no
two triple bonds containing the same virtual edge, consequently every triple bond Bi is a
triconnected component. By Claim 5 there are no three consecutive triangles in the sequence
B1, . . . , Bl. Let Bi and Bi+1 be a pair of subsequent triangles. By Claim 6, they are of the
form Bi = T (a, b, c) and Bi+1 = T (c, d, b). After merging they form a square Q(a, b, c, d) (see
Figure 3).

T (a, b, c) T (c, d, b)

a b

d

b

d c

Q(a, b, c, d)

a b

cd

Figure 3: Triangles T (a, b, d), T (c, d, b) and their merge graph Q(a, b, c, d).

Since the tree T ′ is obtained from the path T by contracting some of its edges, T ′ is also
a path. Let {x1, y1}, . . . , {xk−1, yk−1} be the separation pairs corresponding to edges of T ′,
where {xi−1, yi−1} belongs to both Ci−1 and Ci for each i = 2, . . . , k. We call a a separation
pair {xi, yi} a new pair if {xi, yi} 6⊆ {x1, . . . , xi−1, y1, . . . , yi−1}. Observe that Ci is a triple
bond if and only if {xi, yi} = {xi−1, yi−1}.

Now we show that if Ci is not a triple bond then {xi, yi} is a new pair. Suppose that
{xi, yi} ⊆ {x1, . . . , xi−1, y1, . . . , yi−1}. Since Ci is not a triple bond, we have {xi, yi} 6=
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{xi−1, yi−1}. Without loss of generality we can assume that xi /∈ {xi−1, yi−1}, implying
xi ∈ {x1, . . . , xi−2, y1, . . . , yi−2}. Consequently xi ∈ V (G1) and xi ∈ V (G2), where G1 and
G2 are the split graphs with respect to {xi−1, yi−1}. So xi = V (G1)∩V (G2), a contradiction
with xi /∈ {xi−1, yi−1}. Together with Claim 3, this implies that at least half of separation
pairs are new and since the number of new pairs is at most |V |, we obtain that k−1 ≤ 2|V |.

2.3 Minimal Forward a-b Extensions

In this section we present an algorithm from [3] which generates all minimal forward a-b
extensions.

We consider a directed graph G = (V, F ∪ B) whose arcs are partitioned into a set of
forward arcs F and a set of backward arcs B, and two distinguished vertices a, b ∈ V . A
forward a-b extension X of G is a subset of forward arcs such that b is reachable from a in
(V,B ∪X). We define the problem of generating minimal forward a-b extensions as follows:

Minimal Forward a-b Extensions Generation Problem

Input: A directed graph G = (V, F∪B) and two distinguished
vertices a, b ∈ V

Output: The list of all minimal forward a-b extensions of G

The following algorithm generates all minimal forward a-b extensions.

Extend(z,W1,W2)

1 B(z)← z ∪ { all vertices that z can be reached from using
only backward arcs }

2 if a ∈ B(z) then output W1

3 else

4 Z ← {uv ∈ F r (W1 ∪W2) : u /∈ B(z), v ∈ B(z)}

5 for every uv ∈ Z do

6 if u reachable from a in (V,B ∪ F r (W1 ∪W2 ∪ Z))

7 then Extend(u,W1 ∪ {uv},W2 ∪ (Z r {uv}))

[3] For every K the procedure Extend(b, ∅, ∅) generates K (or all) minimal forward a-b
extensions of a graph G = (V, F ∪B) in O(K|V |(|V |+ |F |+ |B|)) time.
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2.4 Generating Elements of YX,e

For a minimal 3-vertex connected spanning subgraph (V,X) of G = (V,E) and an edge
e ∈ X (see Figure 4), YX,e is the collection of minimal subsets of E r X restoring 3-vertex
connectivity to (V,X r e). In this section we reduce the problem of generating elements of
YX,e to an instance of the minimal forward a-b extensions generation problem.

G
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(V, X)

Figure 4: 3-vertex connected graph G = (V,E) and a minimal 3-connected spanning sub-
graph (V,X) of G.

Consider a decomposition of (V,Xre) into triconnected components C1, . . . , Ck. Let T be
the tree of triconnected components. By Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 the decomposition
is unique, the triconnected components are of four types: 3-vertex connected graphs, triple
bonds, triangles and squares; furthermore, we can assume that the triconnected components
are indexed in a way such that T is the path C1, . . . , Ck (see Figure 5).

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7

1
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Figure 5: Decomposition of (V,X r e) into triconnected components.

Next we construct a directed graph H as follows:

• for each 3-vertex connected graph or triangle Ci, we add a vertex Di,

• for each square Ci, we add three vertices Di, Ei, Fi with arcs DiEi, DiFi,

• for each 3-vertex connected graph or triangle Ci, i ≥ 2, we add an arc DiDj, where

j =

{

i− 2, if Ci−1 is a triple bond;
i− 1, otherwise,
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• for each square Ci, we add arcs EiDj, FiDj, where j =

{

i− 2, if Ci−1 is a triple bond;
i− 1, otherwise

(see Figure 6).

D1 D2

F3

E3

D3

F5

E5

D5 D7

Figure 6: Directed graph H.

We call arcs of the digraph H backward arcs. A segment is a backward arc DiDj. A
diamond consists of four arcs DiEi, DiFi, EiDj, FiDj. Note that the backward arcs of H
can be uniquely partitioned into segments and diamonds.

Observation 1 Let Aj ∈ {Dj, Ej, Fj} and let Ai ∈ {Di, Ei, Fi}, where j < i. Then Aj is
reachable from Ai using the backward arcs.

For a vertex u, we define l(u) = min{ i | u ∈ Ci} and r(u) = max{ i | u ∈ Ci} to be
the indices of the leftmost and rightmost triconnected component containing u. Obviously
l(u) ≤ r(u). Note that if u does not belong to any separation pair, then u belongs to exactly
one triconnected component, therefore l(u) = r(u). Also note that for every vertex u neither
Cl(u) nor Cr(u) is a triple bond.

Let uv ∈ E r X be an edge such that l(u) ≤ l(v). We define

R(u) =







Fr(u), if Cr(u) is a square Q(a, b, c, d) and u = a;
Er(u), if Cr(u) is a square Q(a, b, c, d) and u = d;
Dr(u), otherwise,

L(v) =







Fl(v), if Cl(v) is a square Q(a, b, c, d) and v = b;
El(v), if Cl(v) is a square Q(a, b, c, d) and v = c;
Dl(v), otherwise.

Let H ′ be the directed multigraph obtained from H by adding the arc R(u)L(v) to D for
every edge uv ∈ E r X such that r(u) ≤ l(v) (see Figure 7). We call the new arcs forward
arcs.

The graph H ′ corresponding to the minimal 3-vertex connected subgraph (V,X) of G =
(V,E) has at most 6|V | + 3 vertices and at most |E| + 12|V | + 6 arcs. Furthermore, we
can construct H ′ in O(|V | + |E|) time. By Proposition 2.2 the number of triconnected
components is at most 2|V |+1, and since at most three vertices of H ′ correspond to a single
triconnected component, the number of vertices of H ′ is at most 6|V |. We add at most two
backward arcs coming out of a vertex and at most |E| forward arcs. The bound on the
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D1 D2

F3

E3

D3

F5

E5

D5 D7

Figure 7: Directed multigraph H ′.

complexity of the constructing H ′ follows from the fact that we can find all triconnected
components of the graph (V,X r e) in O(|V |+ |X|) time [7].

We next show that generating elements of YX,e is equivalent to the minimal forward
D1-Dk extensions generation problem in H ′ (see Section 2.3).

Observation 2 Let {x, y} be a separation pair of (V,X r e) with split graphs G1, G2 and
let f ∈ E r X. Then {x, y} is not a separation pair of (V,X r e ∪ f) if and only if f = uv,
where u ∈ V (G1) r {x, y} and v ∈ V (G2) r {x, y}. In this case we say that f annihilates
{x, y}.

Let Z ⊆ E r X be a set such that (V,X r e ∪ Z) is 3-vertex connected. We define
AZ = { R(u)L(v) | uv ∈ Z, r(u) ≤ l(v)} to be the subset of forward arcs corresponding to
the edges of Z.

AZ is a forward D1-Dk extension of H ′. Since the backward arcs of H ′ can be partitioned
into segments and diamonds it is sufficient to show that for every segment or diamond we
can reach its right end from its left end using only the forward arcs in AZ and the backward
arcs.

Claim 7 Let S = DiDj be a segment. Di is reachable from Dj using the arcs in AZ and the
backward arcs.

Let {x, y} be a separation pair of (V,X r e) corresponding to the edge Ci−1Ci with split
graphs G1 = Merge(C1, . . . , Ci−1), G2 = Merge(Ci, . . . , Ck). By Observation 2, there is an
edge uv ∈ Z such that u belongs to G1, v belongs to G2 and u, v /∈ {x, y} (see Figure 8).

Since u ∈ G1, v ∈ G2, we have r(u) ≤ i−1 and l(v) ≥ i. Hence the forward arc R(u)L(v)
belongs to Az.

Since l(v) ≥ i, by Observation 1 Di is reachable from L(v) using some backward arcs.
Recall that

j =

{

i− 2, if Ci−1 is a triple bond;
i− 1, otherwise.
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x

y

u

v

G1 G2

Figure 8: Edge uv annihilating {x, y}.

Since Cr(u) cannot be a triple bond and r(u) ≤ i− 1, we obtain r(u) ≤ j. By Observation 1,
R(u) is reachable from Dj using some backward arcs.

Therefore Di is reachable from Dj using the forward arc R(u)L(v) and some backward
arcs.

Claim 8 Let S = {DiEi, DiFi, EiDj, FiDj} be a diamond. Di is reachable from Dj using
the arcs in AZ and the backward arcs.

Since S is a diamond, Ci is a square Q(a, b, c, d). Then {{a, d}, {b, c}, {a, c}, {b, d}} are the
four separation pairs in Ci.

Let uv ∈ Z be an edge annihilating {a, d}. Observe that r(u) ≤ j. Depending on v we
have two cases:

Case 1: v /∈ {b, c}. Then l(v) ≥ i+1 and R(u)L(v) belongs to AZ . Thus Di is reachable
from Dj using the forward arc R(u)L(v) and some backward arcs.

Case 2: v ∈ {b, c}. Consequently l(v) = i + 1. Without loss of generality assume v = b
(see Figure 9). Then R(u)Fi belongs to A(Z). Let u′v′ ∈ Z be an edge annihilating {b, d}.

a b

cd

u

Figure 9: Edge ub annihilating {a, d}.

Observe that r(u′) = i if u′ = a and r(u′) ≤ i − 1 otherwise. Hence either R(u′) = Fi or
R(u′) ∈ {Dj, Ej, Fj}, where j ≤ i−1. In the latter case, by Observation 1 R(u′) is reachable
from Fi using the backward arcs. Depending on v′ we have two subcases:

Case 2.1: v′ 6= c. Consequently l(v′) ≥ i + 1 and R(u′)L(v′) ∈ AZ . By Observation 1,
Di is reachable from L(v′) using some backward arcs. Thus Di is reachable from Dj using
one or two forward arcs from {R(u)Fi, R(u′)L(v′)} and some backward arcs.

Case 2.2: v′ = c. Consequently L(v′) = Ei and R(u′)Ei ∈ AZ . Let u′′v′′ ∈ Z be an edge
annihilating {b, c}. Then l(v′′) ≥ i + 1, r(u′′) = i if u′′ ∈ {a, d} and r(u′′) ≤ i− 1 otherwise.
Thus R(u′′)L(v′′) ∈ AZ . By Observation 1, Di is reachable from L(v′′) using some backward
arcs and R(u′′) is reachable from either Ei or Fi using some backward arcs. Hence Di is
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reachable from Dj using two or three forward arcs from {R(u)Fi, R(u′)Ei, R(u′′)L(v′′)} and
some backward arcs.

Now we consider a forward D1-Dk extension A of H ′. Let ZA be the set of edges corre-
sponding to arcs of A.

(V,X r e ∪ ZA) is 3-vertex connected. We define a mapping µ between segments and
diamonds of H and sets of separation pairs as follows:

• for each segment S = DiDj let µ(S) = {{x, y}}, where {x, y} is the separation pair
corresponding to the edge CiCi−1 of T ,

• for each diamond S = {DiEi, DiFi, EiDj, FiDj}, corresponding to some square Q(a, b, c, d),
let µ(S) = {{a, d}, {a, c}, {b, d}}.

Claim 9 Let S be the set of all segments and diamonds of H. Then
⋃

S∈S µ(S) is the set of
all separation pairs of (V,X r e).

Let {x, y} be a separation pair of (V,X r e) with split graphs G1, G2. We continue
splitting these graphs until we obtain a decomposition into split components where xy is a
virtual edge belonging to at least two split components.

If xy belongs to two subsequent triangles, then after merging these triangles we obtain
a square Q(a, b, c, d), where {x, y} ∈ {{a, c}, {b, d}}. Otherwise xy belongs to two or three
split components (in the latter case the middle split component is a triple bond) and, after
the merging of bonds and triangles into triconnected components, xy is still the virtual edge
of two or three triconnected components.

Thus each separation pair {x, y} is one of the following five types:

• there are two virtual edges xy, belonging to Ci−1 and Ci, where Ci is not a square,

• there are four virtual edges xy, belonging to Ci−2, Ci−1 and Ci, where Ci is not a square
and Ci−1 is a triple bond,

• there are two virtual edges xy, belonging to Ci−1 and Ci, where Ci = Q(a, b, c, d) and
xy = ad,

• there are four virtual edges xy, belonging to Ci−2, Ci−1 and Ci, where Ci = Q(a, b, c, d),
xy = ad and Ci−1 is a triple bond,

• {x, y} is one of the two separation pairs {a, c}, {b, d} of a square Ci = Q(a, b, c, d).

Let

j =

{

i− 2, if Ci−1 is a triple bond;
i− 1, otherwise.

In the first two cases {x, y} ∈ µ(DiDj). In the remaining cases {x, y} ∈ µ(S), where S is
the diamond {DiEi, DiFi, EiDj, FiDj}.
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By Observation 2, to prove Lemma 11 it suffices to show that for every separation pair
{x, y} there exists an edge in ZA, neither endpoint of which is a vertex of the separation
pair, connecting the split graphs of (V,X re) with respect {x, y}. By Claim 9, all separation
pairs correspond to segments and diamonds.

First, consider a segment DiDj with µ(DiDj) = {x, y}. Let G1 = Merge(C1, . . . , Ci−1),
G2 = Merge(Ci, . . . , Ck) be split graphs of (V,X r e) with respect to {x, y}. The extension
A must contain an arc RpLq, where Rp ∈ {Dp, Ep, Fp}, Lq ∈ {Dq, Eq, Fq} p ≤ j, q ≥ i (see
Figure 10).

RpLq

Dj Di

Figure 10: Arc RpLq of A.

Let uv be an edge of Z corresponding to RpLq. Since r(u) = p, l(v) = q, we obtain
u ∈ G1 and v ∈ G2. Note that r(x), r(y) ≥ i. Since r(u) ≤ j ≤ i − 1, we have u /∈ {x, y}.
Similarly, v /∈ {x, y}. Thus uv annihilates {x, y}.

Next, consider a diamond S = {DiEi, DiFi, EiDj, FiDj} with Ci = Q(a, b, c, d) and
µ(S) = {{a, d}, {a, c}, {b, d}}. Consider the following three pairs of split graphs:

G′

a,d = Merge(C1, . . . , Ci−1), G′′

a,d = Merge(Ci, . . . , Ck),

G′

a,c = Merge(C1, . . . , Ci−1, T (a, c, d)), G′′

a,c = Merge(T (a, b, c), Ci+1, . . . , Ck),

G′

b,d = Merge(C1, . . . , Ci−1, T (a, b, d)), G′′

b,d = Merge(T (c, d, b), Ci+1, . . . , Ck).

where T (a, c, d), T (a, b, c), T (a, b, d), T (c, d, b) are triangles as introduced in Section 2.2.
Since A is a forward D1-Dk extension by Observation 1 the vertex Di is reachable from

Dj using arcs of A and backward arcs. We have following three cases:
Case 1: RpLq ∈ A, where p ≤ j, q ≥ i. Let uv be an edge of Z corresponding to RpLq

(see Figure 11). Observe that u, v /∈ {a, b, c, d}. Thus uv annihilates all three separation

RpLq

Dj

Fi

Ei

Di

Figure 11: Arc RpLq corresponding to edge uv annihilating all three separation pairs of µ(S).
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pairs of µ(S), since u belongs to the split graphs G′
a,d, G′

a,c, G′
b,d and v belongs to G′′

a,d, G′′
a,c,

G′′
b,d.
Case 2: {RpEi, EiLq} ∈ A or {RpFi, FiLq} ∈ A, where p ≤ j, q ≥ i. Without loss

of generality suppose that A contains the arcs RpFi, FiLq. Let uv, u′v′ be edges of ZA

corresponding to RpFi, FiLq, respectively. Observe that v = b, u′ = a and u, v′ /∈ {a, b, c, d}
(see Figure 12). The edge ub annihilates the separation pairs {a, d} and {a, c}, since u

RpFi FiLq

Dj

Fi

Ei

Di

Figure 12: Arcs RpEi, EiLq corresponding to edges uc, dv′, respectively.

belongs to G′
ad, G′

ac and b belongs to G′′
ad, G′′

ac. The edge av′ annihilates {b, d}, since a
belongs to G′

b,d and v’ belongs to G′′
b,d.

Case 3: {RpEi, EiFi, FiLq} ∈ A or {RpFi, FiEi, EiLq} ∈ A, where p ≤ j, q ≥ i. Without
loss of generality suppose that A contains the arcs RpFi, FiEi, EiLq. Then edges ub, ac, dv′ ∈
ZA correspond to RpFi, FiEi and EiLq, respectively, where u, v′ /∈ {a, b, c, d} (see Figure 13).

RpFi

EiLq

FiEiDj

Fi

Ei

Di

Figure 13: Arcs RpFi, FiEi and EiLq corresponding to edges ub, ac, dv′, respectively.

The edge ub annihilates {a, d}, {a, c}, ac annihilates {b, d} and dv′ annihilates {a, c}.

2.5 Complexity

In this section we utilize Proposition 1.2 to analyze the total running time of the procedure
Transversal(G). Let n = |V |, m = |E|. As G is 3-vertex connected, m ≥ n.

Since one can test if a graph is 3-vertex connected in O(n+m) time [7], we have γ(E) = m.
By Lemma 2.4 the graph H ′ has O(n) vertices and O(m) arcs. Thus by Theorem 2.3 we
obtain φ(K,E) = Knm.

By Proposition 1.2 the procedure Transversal(G) generates K minimal 3-vertex con-
nected subgraphs in O(K2log(K)m2 + K2m3) time.
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